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Abstract of the Seminar: The South China Sea has become the most troubled and troubling of China’s frontier 
questions and one of the most fraught issues in its foreign relations. The claims that China—and others—make to 
the region are, ultimately, legal ones. Although China’s—like other states’—behaviour has been more or less 
assertive at various time, Beijing has consistently kept in play three legal arguments with conceptually distinct 
foundations: sovereignty over the maritime area, sovereignty over land forms with an expansive conception of 
adjacent rights, and China’s national security rights as a coastal state. Despite international political costs, 
maintaining this portfolio of arguments may serve China’s interests given the current condition and likely 
trajectory of the factual, legal and strategic environments China faces. 
 
Speaker biography: Jacques deLisle is Stephen A. Cozen Professor of Law & Professor of Political Science at 
University of Pennsylvania and also serves as the Director of University of Pennsylvania’s Center for East Asian 
Studies and Deputy Director of the Center for the Study of Contemporary China. His research and teaching focus 
on contemporary Chinese law and politics, including: legal reform and its relationship to economic reform and 
political change in China, the international status of Taiwan and cross-Strait relations, and China’s engagement 
with the international order including human rights, and U.S.-China relations. DeLisle is also Director of the Asia 
Program at the Foreign Policy Research Institute. Professor deLisle is currently visiting with the Faculty of Law of 
Hong Kong University. 
 

All are welcome! If you would like to attend, please register via email: law-crj@cuhk.edu.hk 
 

(Registrations will be accepted on a first come first served basis) 
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